From day one of the shooting schedule, it seems that Doris leaned on him for moral support against Melcher - and, inevitably, one thing led to another.

The questionnaires are then returned to the DSRU for review and inclusion onto the study database.
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He didn't want to pull a "Bay of Pigs," as he called it, by snoozing through his wake-up call.
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My problem is that after PT and doing my exercises faithfully 2'x a day at home, I still have a tightness across the top of my knee and it just stiffens right up when I'm trying to bend it back.

You could certainly see your enthusiasm in the work you write.

Since I’m catering an English tea tomorrow I’m trying the powdered sugar recipe found here as I type this because all I could find is ultrapasteurized cream where I live.
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The reason I suggest starting with your family doctor is that, unlike the shrinks, your own doctor has come relationship w/ you and can best guess what would be best to try
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I believe there’s a hero in all of us, that keeps us honest, gives us strength, makes us noble
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